The Cricket Paper is the UK’s number one selling cricket title and two-time winner of the ECB’s National Newspaper of the Year award.

Since its inception in 2012, The Cricket Paper has offered unrivalled coverage of all levels of the game, from Test arena to village green.

With a range of breaking news, in-depth features, match action and reaction as well as comment from columnists including Peter Hayter, Derek Pringle, Paul Nixon, Marcus North and Alison Mitchell, The Cricket Paper is the essential cricketing read.

Through its unique blend of International, County, Club and Women’s cricket coverage, TCP affords all levels of the cricket exposure not found in any other cricketing publication.

The Cricket Paper averages a weekly sale of 9,000 to a readership in the region of 40,000.

Combined with an active online presence through its website and social media channels, TCP offers a print and digital audience of over 85,000.